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First Words of Jesus 2016-10-18 if we didn t need a cross we wouldn t need a manger this fresh engaging look at the
beginning of jesus s life and ministry will change the way you comprehend christ s early years with unique thought provoking
insights and commentaries from many of christianity s leading theologians interspersed throughout epperson unwraps layer
by layer a new understanding of the young boy who was the son of man
Jesus the Messiah 1982-01-19 jesus the messiah is a basic non technical introduction to the life of christ carefully tracing his
life and works as evidence of the truth of his claims and of the firm convictions of the early christians an inspirational study of
christ s life the author prefaces his work by admitting that many deny the possibility of writing a life of jesus and it must be
conceded that no life in the biographical sense can be written it is impossible to produce a psychological study of jesus his
developing awareness of messianic mission cannot be traced this book presents an account of jesus from the perspective of
faith it sees in his deeds and words evidence of the truth of his claims and of the firm convictions of the early christians no
one who reflects on his life and mission can fail to be affected by it and in this sense the present study is in the nature of a
personal testimony
Who is this Man Jesus? 1977 no single person has affected the history of our world more than jesus christ his real world
teachings moral example and incarnate life surpass those of any philosopher guru or spiritual leader or all of them combined
yet it is his death and resurrection that make his teachings worthy of obedience and his person worthy of worship jesus still
speaks invites the reader to encounter anew jesus s seven last sayings as he died in atoning sacrifice for our sins all of jesus s
words are important but his seven last words from the cross still speak with power from the very crux of human history many
witnessed the event several heard his words and recorded them in this book the reader will hear them again in an analysis
that stirs the imagination and inspires faith i am grateful for this scholarly account of jesus final hours and the way in which
larry places us in the mind and heart of our lord and all those around him while sharing jesus in all his humanity we are also
reminded he is first and foremost our sovereign lord i am thankful for this powerful account of what jesus did for me brian
mccoy ceo mccoy s building supply
Jesus Still Speaks: The Seven Last Words of Jesus from the Cross 2021-11-30 how could things deteriorate so quickly in
twenty four hours from a banquet to a burial the dark shadow of the executioner s cross sliced across that unforgettable day
a tragic day yet planned by a sovereign god watch anew as jesus prays his prayer of submission to the father s will as he
passes through the sting of betrayal as he faces undaunted the inhumane and hateful treatment and as he speaks unexpected
last words that leave a legacy of love walk with jesus from the garden to the tomb to that first easter morning the dawning of
hope and joy for the shadow of the cross is the anguished prelude to the best news you will ever hear he is risen
In the Shadow of the Cross 2007-02-01 the resurrection of jesus from the dead is like the signature of god certifying that
everything jesus did was the work of god and everything jesus taught and promised is absolutely true the disciples were not
expecting jesus to come back from the dead even though he had told them beforehand that he would they had to be
convinced of the resurrection what was some of the evidence they encountered that convinced them that jesus was alive and
drove them to face persecution and death as they proclaimed that message this book portrays some of that evidence so that
the reader can judge for himself or herself whether the claims of the disciples were based on wishful thinking or on solid
evidence and sound reasoning



Four Proofs of Jesus’ Resurrection 2018-07-24 no doubt jesus christ conversed with people in one on one situations not
exclusively with large groups as often recorded in the new testament the issues of course were different from ours in that
they dealt with life in christ s own time but they were similar in that they confronted the same human struggles that continue
to afflict mankind no cross too heavy offers solutions to everyday problems a conjectural effort that wraps the teachings of
jesus christ in yet another testament of reality and relevance in the end the book connects the reader to a wise and caring
personal friend one who becomes a loving resident in the heart and soul and one who happens to be god
No Cross Too Heavy: Stories from the Personal Life of Jesus Christ 2009-11-25 a new life of jesus written by one of the
outstanding scholars of his generation it offers a complete resource on the historical jesus debate with an overview of the
various positions taken on who the historical jesus was casey provides a helpful and accessible tool for understanding how
the historical jesus has been received and understood with attention paid to the contortions in evidence in the last century to
prove that jesus was not jewish
Jesus of Nazareth 2010-10-28 encounter jesus like never before through eastern eyes throughout these pages ravi zacharias
and abdu murray invite readers to rediscover the cultural insights we often miss when we ignore the eastern context of the
bible they offer a refreshing picture of jesus one that appeals to eastern readers and can penetrate the hearts and
imaginations of postmodern westerners in seeing jesus from the east ravi zacharias and abdu murray show us why a broader
view of jesus is needed one that recognizes the uniquely eastern ways of thinking and communicating found in the pages of
the bible zacharias and murray capture a revitalized gospel message presenting it through this eastern lens and revealing its
power afresh to western hearts and minds incorporating story vivid imagery and the concepts of honor and shame sacrifice
and rewards seeing jesus from the east calls believers and skeptics both eastern and western to a fresh encounter with the
living and boundless jesus
Seeing Jesus from the East: a Fresh Look at History's Most Influential Figure 2020-04-28 jean vanier celebrates the gospel of
john in his highly anticipated latest work drawn into the mystery of jesus through the gospel of john thoroughly personal and
inspiring it challenges all christians to encounter the fullness of life lived in close communion with god vanier writes these
insights that i share in this book come from the life of jesus in me they also flow from my life with people who are weak and
who have taught me to welcome jesus from the place of the poverty in me jean vanier was a friend and influential mentor to
the late henri nouwen toward the end of his life nouwen left harvard to live and work at one of jean vanier s l arche
communities this was perhaps the most profound experience of christianity nouwen experienced the thought and spiritual
direction discipleship of jean vanier is available to all in drawn into the mystery of jesus through the gospel of john
Chosen, 15 Minutes with Jesus 2004 here is a collection of herbert mccabe s more popular spiritual writings mccabe was
highly regarded as a writer on philosophy and theology but in true dominican tradition the order of preachers he was also a
brilliant preacher he always preached in a lively and witty way his style has been compared to that of g k chesterton this
collection of his sermons and spiritual addresses are never platitudinous or short of ideas filled with questions arguments and
solid intellectual content the major influence on mccabe was the bible but he was also a devoted admirer of the thought of st
thomas aquinas whose ideas saturated his public speaking from the bible mccabe derived the notion of god leading us to
happiness through the work of grace and through the life and teachings of jesus from aquinas mccabe derived a hatred of



idolatry a powerful sense of the incomprehensibility of god and a recognition that we depend on god s gracious revelation of
himself rather that what we can work out on the basis of our limited understanding a presiding theme in this book is that we
are saved because of the life of someone fully human god christ and us communicates the essence of the gospel in an original
and compelling way it can therefore be mentioned in the same breath as works by dean inge donald soper h a williams and
leslie weatherhead
Drawn Into the Mystery of Jesus Through the Gospel of John 2005-01-11 it s time journey with jesus from his manger to his
mission the unrecorded years by charlotte kramer magdalene looked at jesus and knew when she was in his presence there
was something different about his character there was a loving atmosphere that seemed to actually change the physical
environment that surrounded him the grasses became greener the blades became stronger the blooms more colorful and the
flowers smelled sweeter magdalene was caught up in an ethereal realm where she felt like she was too exquisite for the
world she was in and she was absolutely sure jesus was too perfect for this world she gazed at him and she realized it was he
who made her feel that way it s time gives the reader a greater understanding of conflicting politics on the lips of first
century jerusalem citizens and jewish principles in a roman world this book shines new light on the magi and their
interpretation of the heavenly spheres as it pertained to the birth of jesus and their duty to jesus while he was a youth it
offers a broader understanding of joseph of arimathea and the role he played in the life of jesus through this new light the
reader has a greater understanding of jesus as a youth the scriptures are silent on these missing years and it is time to sift
out a logical although imaginary life surrounding jesus as a youth that he could have lived in the first century world
God, Christ and Us 1862 this is the story of jesus from the four gospels that was combined into one complete and
chronological story that is as relevant today as the first day the story was ever told read his story hear his words open your
heart this book combines and harmonizes every detail of every event of every teaching of all four gospels into one combined
complete coherent and chronological story of the earthly life and ministry of jesus christ this is the gospel story for
generations ago generations now and generations yet to come
Stories from the New Testament. Compiled from various works 2020-03-16 when jesus was a green eyed brunette
weaves heartwarming and miraculous stories of jesus showing up in ordinary people revealing that he knows us and is fully
present in our everyday circumstances especially in our difficulties as best selling author max davis puts it when we are born
again jesus lives inside each of us he is very much alive today and still does incredible things sometimes supernatural things
through us davis s own life was dramatically altered when he first came face to face with jesus living inside a green eyed
brunette that encounter started a forty plus year journey where jesus became his best friend when we see others as god sees
us we will love them as god loves us those hurting and weary from worn out religion are longing for a fresh touch from the
living jesus by letting jesus live through us we become a conduit of his love authentic christianity is not about religion but a
relationship with jesus davis challenges us to do more than simply receive his grace we need to allow grace to soften change
and shape us as you read this book you will laugh cry and come face to face with the living jesus
IT’S TIME (HB) 2020-03-12 did you know you can read jesus s sermon on the mount in about 18 minutes yet packed into this
short talk are more life changing and startlingly original teachings than anywhere else in scripture in it jesus dives past the
surface into the heart of what we need and desire from god ourselves and one another it s the spiritual straight talk we need



about the things that matter most in life drawing from decades of study dr robert jeffress breaks down jesus s most well
known yet least followed teachings about happiness faith relationships sex reconciliation prayer money and more he shows
how we often misunderstand and misapply these verses and unpacks exactly what jesus was teaching us about our own
hearts and minds if you long to take your christian walk to the next level it s time to grasp these biblical truths that have the
power to change your life
That Man Jesus 2016-11-01 archbishop alban goodier s j fills in the many blanks in the historical narratives about the passion
of jesus christ with a riveting account based on history culture and his own deep spiritual insights he brings to life and unifies
the many observations emotions and subtle and not so subtle actions that revolve around the person of god the son as he
faces his most tragic and triumphant moment the author s unique approach intersperses scripture accounts with the
commentary of an incisive narrator who sifts and judges from the span of hundreds of years he draws from the obvious as
well as the obscure and finds supernatural meaning in the most mundane actions that surround the suffering christ in the
hands of this writer the lord s few words accompanied by the author s commentary challenge contemporary believers as
much as they did those who first followed in the footsteps of christ and his apostles the author was born in 1869 in lancashire
northern england and educated at the prominent catholic college stonyhurst which has been the source of many english
catholic politicians intellectuals and business people after a degree from the university of london he was ordained a jesuit in
1903 he served as archbishop of bombay from 1919 to 1926 and returned to england to write and serve as a chaplain until his
death in 1939
When Jesus Was a Green-Eyed Brunette 2022-10-04 laced with lively illustrations biblical references and words the amazing
life of jesus focuses on the three years of jesus ministry the miracles he made and his life story it explains to readers in detail
how jesus coming was predicted and how he impacted people who knew him readers will also find compelling art works
reflecting events and people from the bible from the nativity to the wedding at cana christ s exploits with the twelve disciples
and so much more it also highlights several religious lessons about entering the kingdom of heaven and achieving spiritual
purity with its compelling narrative and presentation this release promises to make it easy for readers especially children to
understand and learn the word of god deeply a collection of the holy scriptures accompanied with vivid iconographic
watercolor illustrations tell the story of jesus and show that the prophesy of the old testament is fulfilled furthermore this
book emphasizes how relevant and essential the messiah s teachings remain to this day this release is a must have for devout
christians and people seeking direction in their lives
18 Minutes with Jesus 2011-02 all christians are called to bring our muslim friends into contact with god s word the bible so
that the holy spirit may use it to speak truth with power into the life of the person who reads and hears it stepping stones is
designed precisely for this purpose few people know that there are scores of references in the quran about jesus both explicit
and implicit each of the stepping stones in this book utilizes those references about jesus as you become familiar with the
quranic passages you will be able to bring your muslim friend into contact with god s word the bible and show them biblical
teachings that expand on the quranic passage correct misinformation or explain confusing events and terminology the author
dr don mccurry is a veteran missionary who has worked in pakistan and pioneered work in central asia with open doors while
that area was imprisoned behind the iron curtain for more than 50 years he has traveled throughout the world training



christians to proclaim the gospel of jesus christ and to make disciples among muslims his love and concern for muslims is
palpable and seen in every page of his writings in addition to stepping stones to eternity jesus from the quran to the bible he
is also the author of healing the broken family of abraham new life for muslims and tales that teach
The Passion and Death of Our Lord Jesus Christ 2010-03-20 the nativity passion and resurrection are the three defining
episodes in the life of jesus forming the foundations of the christian tradition but what is the truth behind these epoch making
events geza vermes is one of the world s most respected bibilical historians bringing together his three acclaimed works on
the life of jesus in one volume this book examines the circumstances surrounding the miraculous birth of jesus from the
prophetic star to herod s murderous decree looks afresh at the arrest trial and execution of this jewish charismatic and finally
analyses jesus crucifixion and the subsequent sightings of him by his disciples drawing on the new testament jewish
documents and sources from classical literature and history these works separate myth from fact to penetrate the deeper
meanings of the story of christ
The Amazing Life of Jesus Christ 2020-04-30 knowing the gospel the good news of jesus christ made simple is an
inspirational and accessible bible based primer on jesus christ and his message and teaches how a reader in the twenty first
century can achieve salvation through this most important first century figure this book answers simple question like what is
the gospel who is god who is jesus what is a christian how to become saved what is salvation is there life after death in
knowing the gospel readers are introduced the good news of the four gospels which tell of jesus identity and historical times
through the lens of both old testament and new testament writings readers learn about sin and repentance through the story
of the apostle paul who turned from persecuting jesus followers to following him himself while sin is inevitable readers will be
heartened to learn that faith and trust in jesus will lead them to eternal life in him as christians the book concludes with a
joyous invitation to salvation
Stepping Stones to Eternity 2010-03-04 john 3 16 for god so loved the world that he gave his only begotten son that
whosoever believeth in him should not perish but have everlasting life romans 3 23 for all have sinned and come short of the
glory of god romans 6 23 for the wage of sin is death but the gift of god is eternal life through jesus christ our lord romans 10
9 10 that if thou shalt confess with thy mouth the lord jesus and shalt believe in thine heart that god hath raised him from the
dead thou shalt be saved for with the heart man believeth unto righteousness and with the mouth confession is made unto
salvation
Jesus 2011-12-12 since the advent of the cinema jesus has frequently appeared in our movie houses and on our television
screens indeed it may well be that more people worldwide know about jesus and his life story from the movies than from any
other medium indeed jesus story has been adapted dozens of times throughout the history of commercial cinema from the
1912 silent from the manger to the cross to mel gibson s 2004 the passion of the christ no doubt there are more to come
drawing on a broad range of movies biblical scholar adele reinhartz traces the way in which jesus of nazareth has become
jesus of hollywood she argues that jesus films both reflect and influence cultural perceptions of jesus and the other figures in
his story she focuses on the cinematic interpretation of jesus relationships with the key people in his life his family his friends
and his foes she examines how these films address theological issues such as jesus identity as both human and divine political
issues such as the role of the individual in society and the possibility of freedom under political oppression social issues such



as gender roles and hierarchies and personal issues such as the nature of friendship and human sexuality reinhartz s study of
jesus celluloid incarnations shows how jesus movies reshape the past in the image of the present despite society s profound
interest in jesus as a religious and historical figure jesus movies are fascinating not as history but as mirrors of the concerns
anxieties and values of our own era as the story of jesus continues to capture the imagination of filmmakers and moviegoers
he remains as significant a cultural figure today as he was 2000 years ago
Knowing the Gospel 2009-11 stories of jesus have been told throughout time but the great fine art masters brought the
narrative to light in very unique and poignant ways scholars and students of the bible appreciators of art and people who
simply seek understanding through the visual medium will enjoy this heartfelt rendering of the various stages of jesus life
through their meticulous choice of fine art james william and jacquelyn m allen draw the observer into a world that often
finds expression within the purview of text though scripture and other scholarship paint picture with words the artistic
universe offers a shocking paradigm shift suddenly we are there in judea feeling empathy and joy for mary and joseph a
young couple who have been told of the savior s forthcoming arrival their very own newborn angels the three wise men also
known as the magi and a host of other participants come to life through breathtaking brush strokes that magically vanquish
millennia created through artful use of digital technology james william allen s photoshop montages juxtapose various
renditions of artistic brilliance across the ages demonstrating the timeless impact of jesus birth life trajectory death
resurrection and ascension the text was largely derived from the canonical bible four accounts according to the gospels of
matthew mark luke and john the authors of this work neither purport to be biblical scholars nor intend to set forth a
particular set of religious or spiritual principals the book is primarily offered for aesthetic purposes and in tribute to a
remarkable life that eternally endures
Redeemed the Blood of Jesus 1923 based on the singular conviction of the divine inspiration of the scriptures devotional
reflections on the teachings of jesus from the four gospels by author charles lee holland jr helps christians appropriate
assimilate and apply the words of christ to the challenges of daily living through the teachings of jesus in the gospels of
matthew mark luke and john holland offers a clearer understanding of how the words of the bible are pertinent to the rapidly
evolving issues emerging in the twenty first century the commentaries provide answers to many frequently asked questions
for those eager to hear a fresh word from the lord demonstrating that the teachings of jesus remain god s word to all people
designed for personal devotion time as well as group or class study devotional reflections on the teachings of jesus from the
four gospels invites christians to hear the winsome words of jesus of nazareth
Some Aspects of the Life of Jesus from the Psychological and Psycho-analytic Point of View 2009-04-01 the most
amazing story of all time is the story of jesus the greatest love ever known is the love of jesus the most important thing in the
world is knowing jesus jesus died for you now he watches over and guides you what a privilege to be his friend this book
reveals the secrets of jesus childhood and his victory over temptation his teachings his trial death and triumph from these
pages jesus beckons you to open your life blossom and bear rich fruit that will last forever
Jesus of Hollywood 1990 who is he he is the tormented one he lurks in the shadows and mirrors her every move his every
thought is of her and he relishes the day he will have her at his mercy his insatiable appetite to do her harm is building to an
uncontrollable intensity and will have to be nourished soon a feisty young detective gina perry is on the trail of a serial rapist



whose violence escalates to murder as she follows the leads and diligently pursues all suspects she becomes not just the
hunter but the hunted the killer breaks into her apartment and threatens her with a knife but is interrupted and manages to
escape he then begins leaving personal messages for her at the crime scenes it becomes painfully obvious that the man who
attacked her is the same man who is terrorizing the city angered and determined to stop the killings detective perry
desperately searches for clues to reveal his true identity before time runs out it is up to gina to save herself and everyone else
from the wrath of the deranged killer
Jesus and Easter 2013-11-11 early christian legends of divine power miraculous events fear and admiration can inform your
own spiritual journey the three principal infancy gospelsthe infancy gospel of james the gospel of the infancy and the infancy
gospel of thomasare accounts of the births and early lives of mary the virgin mother and jesus originating in the second
through fifth centuries these apocryphal stories are fictions but nevertheless of great historical interest in terms of the beliefs
and storytelling of early christians for they are the sources of well known christian legends as well as of some of christianitys
beloved heroes and heroines this fascinating and accessible exploration of formative influential narratives takes you deep into
the early christian religious thinking that provides the basis for marys biography ideas about her purity as well as the prayers
feasts and iconic representations that celebrate her life these extraordinary folktales also provide some shocking imagery of
the young jesus the incarnation of godequally human and divineas he learns to control his supernatural powers and apply
them for good now you can experience the mystery and amusement of these charming folktales without any previous
knowledge of early christian history or thought this skylight illuminations edition offers insightful yet unobtrusive
commentary that explains references and philosophical terms shares inspiring interpretations and gives you a deeper
understanding of the sources of devotion christians feel for mary and the holy infant jesus
Montage Depictions Of The Life Of Jesus 2021-02-19 jesus the jew christ the king unites biblical scholarship with established
theology oftentimes scholars distinguish between the historical jesus and the christ of faith suggesting that christian belief
has elevated jesus of nazareth from the common life of an itinerant jewish rabbi to a divine figure akin to the heroes of greco
roman culture james mikolajczyk evaluates both the historical jesus and the christ of faith separately before uniting the
concepts for academics and believers alike the definition of israel connects to this harmony although many theologians apply
it exclusively to the church or to the jewish people in keeping with christian tradition mikolajczyk affirms jesus as the only
begotten son of god and moreover the fulfillment of scriptural israel
Devotional Reflections on the Teachings of Jesus from the Four Gospels 2003 for a brief span of time the son of god walked
among us ate with us laughed and cried with us jesus god himself became one of us and ultimately died for us he gave his life
for our sins and on the third day rose again so that we might rise again from the death of sin and live with him forever now
with son of god the life of jesus christ in pictures immerse yourself in that time witness his miracles listen to his divine
teachings and walk with him on the road to calvary as he carries out the redemptive plan for mankind in these pages read
informative and inspiring profiles of key biblical figures and discover the background and meaning of key events from jesus
life including his birth in a manger baptism in the jordan calling of peter sermon on the mount miraculous healings rising of
lazarus institution of the eucharist passion and death triumphant resurrection and much more featuring more than 50 full
color photographs from the major motion picture son of god and a foreword by producer and star roma downey this life of



christ is a beautiful inspirational and devotional journey with jesus from his humble birth to his passion and death to his
triumphant resurrection
The Story of Jesus 2008-07 introductionjoseph one of the twelve sons of jacob the son of isaac the son of abraham an average
enough 12 13 yr old youth in his father s fields keeping the sheep and working the crops to help the family survive a harsh
environment surrounded by heathen people who knew not the true god of abraham isaac and jacob but the heathen around
them worshipped the false gods of the heathen nations joseph s family worshipped jehovah the one true god in the midst of
the pagan religions of the caananites joseph was loved with a special love of his father who bore him in his old age it was a
miracle that he was even born at all his mother was barren for the first twenty years of her marriage to joseph s father jacob
his father was old but god had mercy and allowed rachel to bear joseph and joseph s brother benjamin god was with joseph
even as a youth and gave him dreams of the future so that god s will could be done in regards to the nation israel his father
jacob had four wives and joseph had ten half brothers from these other wives he had half brothers to contend with every day
they envied joseph because of the special place that his father jacob had given him above the others he was arrayed in a
special coat he was given dreams from god that told future events the half brothers hated him and could not speak peaceably
to him they sold joseph into slavery into egypt and there he stayed for 17 years during which god worked all things out for his
good and the good of israel during this time joseph was falsely accused of sexual misconduct he was placed in a prison and
while serving in the prison he interpreted dreams that two officers of pharaoh s house had dreamed and eventually he was
taken from the prison to the court of pharaoh to interpret pharaoh s dreams pharaoh placed him in the palace to rule over all
of egypt at the side of pharaoh the greatest world power of that time god caused a famine to come upon the world jacob s ten
sons travelled to egypt to buy corn and unbeknown to them they came face to face with joseph the brother that they had
placed in a pit for three days raised him out of the pit and sold him into slavery what they meant for evil god meant for good
joseph preserved the brothers his father and all that he had and provided for the small remnant of israelites to keep them
alive this is the story of joseph the ninth son of jacob who god used to save the world joseph is the greatest type of christ in
the scripture the lord jesus christ was sent from the father became the saviour of all men the saviour of the world and all one
needs to do in order to be saved themselves is the trust jesus finished work on calvary his death his burial his resurrection
and his ascension bow the knee from the pit to the prison from the prison to the palace a vailed picture of the lord jesus
christ the son of the living god himself god in the flesh sent from the father to be the saviour of the world bless his holy name
this book endeavors to show the places in joseph s life that reflect and foreshadow the life of the son of god whom god sent to
seek the lost pay the price necessary for the redemption of mankind and to be the saviour of the world this book is to be
referenced as a companion to and not a substitute for your king james holy bible the word and words of the living god
preserved perfect for you in these last days jesus is soon to return are you ready to come face to face with the one who loved
you and gave himself for you
Jesus Nailed It! 2011-06-30 did jesus exist in recent years there has been a massive upsurge in public discussion of the view
that jesus did not exist this view first found a voice in the 19th century when christian views were no longer taken for granted
some way into the 20th century this school of thought was largely thought to have been utterly refuted by the results of
respectable critical scholarship from both secular and religious scholars now many unprofessional scholars and bloggers



mythicists are gaining an increasingly large following for a view many think to be unsupportable it is starting to influence the
academy more than that it is starting to influence the views of the public about a crucial historical figure maurice casey one
of the most important historical jesus scholars of his generation takes the mythicists to task in this landmark publication
casey argues neither from a religious respective nor from that of a committed atheist rather he seeks to provide a clear view
of what can be said about jesus and of what can t
The Infancy Gospels of Jesus 2016-06-03 a christian devotional on the person of christ as a christian you are called to live like
jesus a life of courage joy passion and purpose forget about the boring stuff jesus calls you to new commitment and new
strength in this first volume of daily readings from the life of christ highly acclaimed author and speaker john macarthur
focuses primarily on the gospel of matthew which highlights jesus as the promised messiah your hungry heart will again be
fed and focused on god s word with insights on the life of jesus thoughts to ponder and wisdom gleaned from years of
macarthur s careful study practical and encouraging these pages are sure to challenge and uplift your heart as you come face
to face with the infinite wonders of our savior s life on this earth
Jesus the Jew, Christ the King 2014 enjoy covering 30 key people from jesus family tree the remarkable heroes and
heroines in the ancestry of jesus teach us a lot about gods faithfulness over the centuries each character in jesus family tree
gives us a glimpse of how god works all thingseven the tragedies and misstepstogether for good packed with reproducible
pages timelines family trees and simple summaries this incredible reference book gives a fantastic overview of 30 key people
in jesus ancestry perfect for students pastors bible study teachers and those interested in seeing gods faithfulness throughout
the old and new testament bonus item genealogy of jesus diagram a fold out family tree from adam and eve to jesus christ
shows every person in the bible who is listed in jesus direct ancestry reproducible just photocopy up to 300 copies for your
bible study class or sunday school size 8 75 x 11 25
Son of God 2019-10-21 author lisa webb firmly believes the word of god has the power to speak to your exact situation you
can read the same scripture a hundred times and each time it can affect you in a different way if you take the time to
meditate on it in the pink parables she offers an adventure into god s word through a selection of jesus parables webb defines
what a parable is discusses the difference between parables and allegories dives deeper into several of jesus parables and
shares how these teachings can be applied to living today the pink parables encourages you to dig in and search the
scriptures for the hidden treasures take the time to meditate marinate soak in the word and watch it speak to you
The Lord Jesus Christ In Genesis 2014-01-16 in this bold momentous work the pope in his first book written as benedict
xvi seeks to salvage the person of jesus from recent popular depictions and to restore jesus true identity as discovered in the
gospels through his brilliance as a theologian and his personal conviction as a believer the pope shares a rich compelling
flesh and blood portrait of jesus and incites us to encounter face to face the central figure of the christian faith
Jesus: Evidence and Argument or Mythicist Myths? 2008-09-01 doctoral thesis dissertation from the year 2003 in the
subject theology comparative religion studies grade cum laude concordia university montreal concordia theologica instiute
neffs penns usa language english abstract this paper sets out to examine the presence of jesus christ as presented in the holy
quran this is presented from the perspective of a twentieth century african christian after an objective reading of the holy
quran and some hadith literature jesus comes through as a prophet and messenger of allah with whom allah has established



unique relationship and about whom the last word is not yet spoken the quran comes through as a great defender of what it
reveals as the true nature and identity of jesus against different and conflicting misrepresentations of jesus by rival christian
groups the quran presents a jesus in whom allah is greatly interested allah identifies and prepares mary the mother of jesus
and entrusts her to the care of zachariah allah gives a gift of a son to zachariah in their old age this son is john and called
yahya in the quran allah then gives a word from himself to mary this word from allah given to mary becomes jesus a son born
of a virgin mother allah himself through the ministry of angels and nature arranges for and takes care of mary s confinement
and post delivery care till allah presents her back to her people with her infant son jesus who as an infant miraculously spoke
in defense of his mother the quran presents a jesus who delivers a message to the children of israel only a jesus who
performs miracles and a jesus who is rescued by allah from the threat of being crucified by the jews allah takes jesus unto
himself and before the day of judgement jesus will come to do the will of allah after reading all the references of jesus in the
quran one develops an interest in this prophet and messenger of allah and asks many questions about him however the quran
is silent this silence of the quran about so much historical information about jesus becomes very loud and problematic the
quotations from the holy quran in this paper are from ali abdullah yusuf the holy quran arabic text translation and
commentary university of new york press 1991 the purpose of this paper is 1 trace jesus in the holy quran 2 compare and
contrast the jesus in the quran and the bible 3 help christian to understand islam religion and being able to answer the basic
system of doctrine of a muslim 4 have a picture of jesus through the eyes of a muslim and a christian
Daily Readings From the Life of Christ 2014-10-01
Jesus' Family Tree 2022-12-18
The Pink Parables 2008-01-01
Jesus of Nazareth 2004-03-12
Tracing Jesus in the Bible and the Quran
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